
SUPPLY LIST 

The oil painting supplies you typically paint with in your home studio will suffice. Tina recommends 
these paints but they are not required this intensive: 

Paint: Use whatever brand you prefer and whatever colors you prefer except DO NOT BUY STUDENT 
GRADE such as WINTON, student grade is terrible paint. (These three brands are reliable and affordable: 
Winsor & Newton, Gamblin or Rembrandt.) THIS IS THE FULL LIST OF COLOURS NORMALLY ON MY 
PALETTE.  

Transparent Oxide Red (Rembrandt) 
Ultramarine Blue Deep (Rembrandt) 
Kings Blue (Rembrandt) 
Violet Gray (Old Holland) 
Phthalo Turquoise (Gamblin) 
Cadmium Orange Deep (Gamblin) 
Cadmium Yellow Deep (Winsor & Newton) 
Cadmium Red Medium (Gamblin) 
Quinacridone Magenta (Gamblin) 
Green Gold (Gamblin) 
Permanent Mauve (Winsor & Newton) 
Yellow Ochre (Utrecht) 
Transparent Oxide Yellow (Rembrandt) 
Winsor Yellow (Winsor & Newton) 
Indian Yellow (Winsor & Newton) 
Indian Yellow Deep (Winsor & Newton) 
Ivory Black (Gamblin) 
Titanium White (Gamblin) 

Other Supplies: 
Your easel 

A small canvas OR a bigger canvas divided into small portions for multiple uses. 

Your soft bristle brushes such as sable, soft synthetics in rounds, flats and filberts 1/2 inch and smaller.  
Any sable brushes in any shape and smaller sizes, have them ready 
Any sable brushes rounds in small sizes like 0, 1, 2, 4 

Odor free solvent (I use Gamsol by Gamblin, I’ll provide this since I’m sponsored by Gamblin.) 

Solvent jar 

Paper Towels (Scott Blue Shop Towels is what I use) 

Palette knife: a small Diamond shaped head should only be about 1 inch long head or smaller.  



Palette — Any LARGE, preferably glass palette is great. There are many glass palette options, cutting 
boards, 1/4 replacement glass, glass palettes by New Wave, **no picture frame glass please it is brittle 
and dangerous.  You will struggle if your mixing surface is too small.  

Flat razor blade for palette clean up if like me, you have a glass palette. A glass cutting board works 
great.  

Photos are provided though you may paint from your own if you like. Photos will be waiting for you in 
the group photo album.  

 


